
ORIGIN TERRAFORM™

TIMELESS. ORGANIC. 
VERSATILE.

The natural and organic makeup of our TerraForm™ Stone Veneer Wall 
cladding provides for the greatest degree of design flexibility of all our 
products. The variety in the shapes and sizes of this loose stone style 
product will give your project a unique look and feel unmatched by any 
other.

Loose Laid, Organic Stone Cladding

TERRAFORM™

TERRAFORM
CLADDING

RESIDENCE, MELBOURNE
ORIGIN TERRAFORM™

RESIDENCE, BRISBANE
ORIGIN TERRAFORM™

Available Colors

Kalahari

OriginAeon

Costa

RolandDelos

OrionNiko



COSTA TERRAFORM™ COSTA TERRAFORM™

(855) 696-9802 
www.TheSurfaceShop.com 

info@TheSurfaceShop.com

Contact us for samples, pricing, 
and technical assistance.

INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES

Sq Ft /
Crate

Corner 
Type

Installer 
Type

U.S. 
Stock

Variable* L-Shaped Mason Yes*

Interior Exterior Freeze / 
Thaw

Wet 
Applications

ü ü ü ü

PACKAGING & USAGE SPECS

Random Pieces: Sizes Vary by Color | Min. 2” x 5” - Max. 12” x 12”  

Thickness: 0.75” - 2”

WeightUnit Dimensions  

less than 
15  

lbs/sq ft

TERRAFORM
CLADDINGTERRAFORM™ Specs

Our TerraForm™ collection offers a natural split face surface with hand chipped 
edges so you can fashion a wall with an organic and dimensionally textured look. 
All of our stones in this range are sawn-cut on the back and carefully split by 
hand on the remaining 5 sides, prior to packing in a crate, allowing for quality 
adhesion to all suitable substrates.

Mortar Joint Style
This more Traditional style is a 
classic, versatile, and efficient 
use of our TerraForm™ material. 
Use different colored mortar 
joints to create a unique look 
that matches your unique project 
and design appetite.

Dry Fit Style
This newer style of installing is 
considered the most technically 
advanced and current urban 
look in the international designer 
markets today. Use only skilled 
masons to achieve this look. 
Mockups are recommended.

*Sq Ft/crate yields will vary by color and installation 
technique, inquire with a Surface Shop Pro for more details.
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RESIDENCE, SYDNEY
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COMMERCIAL, LOS ANGELES
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